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Abstract: Cloud point extraction is a versatile method aimed at separating compounds from complex
mixtures and arouses great technological interest, particularly among the biochemical industries.
However, one must have deep knowledge of the liquid–liquid equilibrium behavior of systems to
properly use the method. Thus, we used thermodynamic parameters to evaluate the effect of citrate,
sulfate, and tartrate anions on the phase separation of water + Triton X-114® mixtures at 283.2 K,
293.2 K, and 303.2 K. In these systems, increasing the temperature and the anion molar fraction
expanded the biphasic region in the following order: C6H5O3−

7 > SO2−
4 > C4H4O2−

6 . Unlike other
studies based on the Hofmeister series, the Gibbs free energy of micellization correlated the anion
effect on the biphasic region with the spontaneity of the micelle formation. The water molecules
structured around these anions were evaluated according to the shell volume of the immobilized
water by electrostriction, volume of water around the hydration shell, Gibbs free energy of hydration,
and Gibbs free energy of electrostriction (∆Gel12). The citrate anion presented a higher ∆Gel12 of
−1781.49 kJ mol−1, due to the larger number of electrons around it. In addition, the partition
coefficient of the surfactant in the two liquid phases revealed a linear dependence upon the anion
mole fractions by following the previous anion sequence and temperature in the phase separation.

Keywords: aqueous biphasic systems; micellization; solvation; triton X-114®

1. Introduction

Aqueous biphasic systems provide an efficient alternative for separation and ex-
traction techniques, due to their meeting the current environmental and sustainability
requirements [1]. Their use is based on the different partitions found among the target
compound and other molecules in the two liquid phases. Thus, many research groups have
been conducting studies based on the separation and pre-purification of several compounds
through this technique, such as plasmid DNA [2], papain [3], bromelain [4], bovine serum
albumin [5], cefazoline [6], norbixin [7], metal ions [8], and monoclonal antibodies [9].

The cloud point extraction technique consists of a phase separation of an aqueous
surfactant solution by temperature change and/or adding a third component. The process
presents a micellar-rich phase, composed mostly of the surfactant, and a water-rich phase.
Its advantages are the mild extraction temperatures, solute biological activity conservation,
process simplicity, and the non-requirement for organic solvents [10].

Triton X-114® is an anionic surfactant used to extract compounds of biotechnological
interest through the cloud point method [11–14]. This surfactant has a low cloud point
temperature, reduced toxicity and market price, high density (resulting in fast-settling
separation), and low critical micellar concentration [14].

Aqueous biphasic systems use salts to purify enzymes and other proteins, drugs,
nucleic acids, and other metabolites. These electrolytes affect the phase equilibrium behav-
ior of surfactant solutions and can be added to systems to modify the phase separation
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region. They decrease the cloud point and/or modulate the target compound partition to
be extracted [15–20].

Considering Triton X-114’s versatility in extracting compounds of a high market price
in biochemical processes through the cloud point method, studies on the concomitant
temperatures and anion effects on the thermodynamic parameters of solutions are scarce.
To the authors’ knowledge, no liquid–liquid equilibrium data were found in the systems
studied, as a function of temperature. The reported studies focused on the cloud point
changes, composite partitioning, and phase separation, according to the phase composition
results only, with no additional thermodynamic basis. Most of the works were not based on
the micellization theory, quantitative thermodynamic parameters, and/or thermodynamic
solvation of ions. Instead, they are focused on the Hofmeister series, a theory based on the
specifics of each type of system that exhibits unstable behavior, as Koga [21] demonstrated
through the six different Hofmeister classifications for the same anions. In this context,
Sun et al. [22] highlighted the importance of understanding the effect of salt on extraction
processes using aqueous two-phase systems. They pointed out that abnormal phenomena
are not understood only from a simplistic interpretation, according to the salting-out ability
of ions.

Therefore, this study addressed the effect of citrate (C 6H5O3−
7 ), tartrate (C 4H4O2−

6 ),
and sulfate (SO2−

4 ) anions on the liquid–liquid equilibrium of systems containing water +
Triton X-114® (TX114) + sodium salts. We analyzed the systems at 283.2 K, 293.2 K, and
303.2 K. The experimental data associated with micellization and ion solvation theories
provided the quantitative thermodynamic parameters. The parameters selected to discuss
the system equilibrium were: the Gibbs free energy of micellization (∆G

◦
mic), entropy

(∆S
◦
mic), and enthalpy of micellization (∆H

◦
mic); the volume of anion hydration (V hyd); the

shell volume of immobilized water by the electrostriction effect (V el1); the volume of water
around the hydration shell (V el2); the Gibbs free energy of anion hydration (∆Ghyd); the
Gibbs free energy of electrostatic interaction in the hydration shell and the shell around
itself (∆Gel12).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Procedure

Triton X-114 ((1,1,3,3-Tetramethylbutyl)phenyl-polyethylene glycol), Sigma-Aldrich,
>99.0%); sodium sulfate (Synth, >99.0%); sodium citrate (Synth, >99.0%); di-hydrate sodium
tartrate (Synth, >99.0%); and bi-demineralized water were used for the study. The evaluated
systems were water + TX114 + sodium sulfate, sodium citrate, or sodium tartrate at 283.2 K,
293.2 K, and 303.2 K.

The binodal curves were determined by turbidimetric titration. The Triton X-114®

rich-phase (TXRP) of the binodal curves was obtained by titrating a concentrated mixture of
the surfactant + water in the equilibrium cell with salt solutions, at concentrations ranging
from 9.7 to 10.2%, 8 to 10%, and 5.1 to 11.3% (w/w) for the sodium citrate, sodium sulfate,
and sodium tartrate, respectively, until the turbidity formation. The mixture on the cell
was titrated with a pure polymer until the solution became limpid. Afterward, the system
was titrated with a salt solution until the turbidity formed. The salt-rich phase (SRP) of
the binodal curves was obtained by a diluted mixture of the surfactant and water in an
equilibrium cell. The mixture was titrated with saline solutions at concentrations ranging
from 19.8 to 20%, 14 to 15.3%, and 17.3 to 21.1% (w/w) for the sodium citrate, sodium
sulfate, and sodium tartrate, respectively, until the formation of the turbidity. Again, the
titration of the mixture in the cell at equilibrium was carried out with a pure polymer, and
then with the saline solution, as previously described.

A magnetic stirrer (Gehaka, São Paulo-Brazil, Model AA-840) maintained the systems
under agitation in a glass equilibrium cell at a temperature controlled by a thermostatic
bath (Tecnal, Piracicaba-Brazil, model TE-2005). Before and after dripping the solutions
or pure compounds, 20 mL syringes for the titrations were weighed on an analytical
balance (Shimadzu, Japan, Model AUY-220, 0.0001 g accuracy). The component masses
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for each cloud point were obtained from weighing, and the component mass fraction was
determined for each cloud point on the binodal curve.

The determination of the mass fractions of the tie lines occurred as proposed by
Merchuk et al. [23]. The initial compositions of each system were selected from the biphasic
region obtained through the binodal curves. The mass of each component was determined
to result in the best combination of tie lines with a total system mass of 12 g. After choosing
the points representing the total composition of each tie line that will split into both phases
in a state of equilibrium described for the mass fractions of the three components in the
biphasic region of the diagrams (overall composition points—OC), the components were
weighed in propylene Falcon tubes. The samples were mixed using a vortex agitator
(Gehaka, São Paulo-Brazil, Model AV-2) and kept in a thermostatic bath for at least 24 h,
until the two phases achieved a state of equilibrium, determined by two clear phases
separated by a defined interface. The masses of each phase were collected and weighed
separately, until reaching nearly 1 mm from the interface. The individual masses of the
equilibrium phases of each OC provided the mass fractions of the components in the TXRP
and SRP.

2.2. Determination of Thermodynamic Parameters

The TXRP, SRP, and OC are represented in equations as Roman numerals I, II, and III,
respectively. The mass fractions of the TX114 and sodium salts per tie line were determined
from the masses of the TXRP, SRP, and OC by solving four mass-balance Equations (1)–(4)
using the add-in Solver (Microsoft Excel™). Equation (5) represents the ratio between the
SRP and OC masses, as proposed by Merchuk et al. [23].

WII
TX114 =

(
WIII

TX114
∝

)
−
(

1− ∝
∝

)
WI

TX114 (1)

WII
salt =

(
WIII

salt
∝

)
−
(

1− ∝
∝

)
WI

salt (2)

WII
TX114 = a + bWII

salt + c(W II
salt)

2 (3)

WI
TX114 = d + eWI

salt + f(W I
salt)

2 + g(W I
salt)

3 + h(W I
salt)

4 (4)

∝ =
massII

massIII (5)

where W—Component mass fraction; a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h are coefficients from the
binodal curves (Tables S1 and S2); the subscripts represent the components in the systems;
and the superscripts III, II, and I are the overall composition, salt-rich, and TX114-rich
phases, respectively.

The coefficients from Equations (3) and (4) were obtained by fitting the polynomial
equation to the experimental data using the software Statigraphic Centurion18™. The
coefficients of determination were higher than 0.9840 for the SRP and higher than 0.9950
for the TXRP. After calculating the mass fractions of the phases using the methodology
proposed by Merchuk et al. [23], all the composition values were converted into a molar
fraction basis. Tables S3–S11 display the molar fractions of the tie lines for the systems
water + TX114 + sodium sulfate, sodium citrate, or sodium tartrate at 283.2, 293.2, and
303.2 K.

Equation (6) determines the (∆G
◦
mic). Corkill et al. [24] and Zana [25] reported the

viability of using this equation for micellar systems.

∆G
◦
mic = RTln(X TX114) (6)

where R—Universal gas constant (kJ mol−1 K−1), T—Temperature (K), and XTX114—Molar
fraction of the TX114.
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The enthalpy of micellization was obtained by the slope in the linear plot of ( ∆G
◦
mic

T ) vs.
(1/T), according to Equation (7), as reported by Sadeghi and Jamehbozorg [26].

∆H
◦
mic =

d
(

∆G
◦
mic

T

)
d(1/T)

(7)

The Gibbs–Helmotz equation provides the ∆S
◦
mic (Equation (8)).

∆G
◦
mic = ∆H

◦
mic − T∆S

◦
mic (8)

Equations (6)–(8) determined the thermodynamic parameters of the TX114 that ranged
between 0.005 and 0.010 molar fractions, which correspond to each salt molar fraction at
the x-axis in the graph. The same range of the TX114 molar fraction for all the systems
allowed the evaluation of the effect of the anionic composition on these thermodynamic
parameters, without the influence of the surfactant molar fractions.

Ebrahimi et al. [27] described the relative contribution of entropy on ∆G
◦
mic, according

to Equation (9).

ξ =
|T∆S|

|T∆S|+ |∆H| (9)

Marcus [28] has proposed the separation of the electrostriction volume into two regions.
The first shell is a dielectrically saturated water layer, where the water molecules around
the bare ions are completely immobilized (Vel1). The second shell is the layer where the
ion interacts electrostatically with the water molecules in the first surrounding layer (V el2).
Marcus [29] reported that the standard partial volume of the ion results from a sum of four
terms, as demonstrated in Equation (10).

V0 = Vhyd + Vel1 + textVel2 + Vstr (10)

where Vhyd—Volume of hydrated anion by disregarding the electrical charge effect,
Vel1—Lower volume caused by electrical charge (electrostriction) in the hydration shell,
Vel2—Volume decrease around the hydration shell due to electrical effect, Vstr—Volume in-
crease due to the water molecules structured around the hydrophobic groups (23.2 cm3 mol−1

for the C6H−5 group in citrate anion) [29].
The Vstr is used for large hydrophobic anions with alkyl or aryl groups, resulting in

water molecules around them to structure themselves, with an open, clathrate-like structure
of positive values. Vstr are assigned as 6.1, 5.4 and 23.2 cm3 mol−1 for CH3, CH2 and C6H5
groups [29].

As proposed by Marcus [29], Equations (11)–(14) determine each volume contribution
for the salt anions at 298.2 K:

Vhyd = (4/3)πNAv + (r + ∆r)3 (11)

Vel1 = −59.27|zi|∆r/(r + ∆r) (12)

Vel2 = −417.5 z2 [1/(r + ∆r)] (13)

∆r = (9 .46× 10−4 |z|
r

+ r3)1/3 − r (14)

where z—Anion charge, NAv—Avogadro number, ∆r—Thickness of immobilized water
spherical shell surrounding the ion, r—Effective radius of anions determined by the appar-
ent molar volume at 298.2 K: C6H5O3−

7 —72.0 cm3 mol−1, C4H4O2−
6 —60.1 cm3 mol−1 [30],

SO2−
4 —36.5 cm3 mol−1 [31] (Table S12).

As proposed by Marcus [32], Equations (15)–(18) provide the parameters of the ∆Ghyd
at 298.2 K:

∆Ghyd = ∆Gneu + ∆Gel12 + ∆Guns (15)
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∆Gneu = 41 − 87r + 1200r2 (16)

∆Gel12 = −64.5z2 [0 .44
∆r
r
+0 .987]/(r + ∆r) (17)

∆Guns = 120rz3 (18)

where ∆Gneu—Gibbs free energy of the neutral interaction between the anions and water,
∆Gel12—Gibbs free energy of the electrostatic interaction in and around the hydration shell,
and ∆Guns—Gibbs free energy of an unsymmetrical charge effect.

The Setschenow-type equation was used for the systems at 303.3 K (the tempera-
ture above the cloud point of water + polymer mixture with no salt), as reported by
Carale et al. [33] (Equation (19)).

ln
(

XI
TX114

)
= ln(X cm

TX114) − kSXI
salt (19)

where XI
TX114—Polymer molar fraction in the binodal curve, Xcm

TX114—Critical micellar
concentration for the water + polymer mixture at 303.2 K, kS—Salt coefficient, and
XI

salt—Salt molar fraction in the binodal curve.
Equation (20) provides the partition coefficients:

k =
XI

TX114

XII
TX114

(20)

where XI
TX114—TX114 molar fraction of TXRP, and XII

TX114—TX114 molar fraction of SRP.
Both were obtained through their mass balance (Equations (1)–(4)).

3. Results and Discussion

The systems containing salt demonstrated an increase in the biphasic region with
increasing temperature, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The electrolytes induced the phase separation at temperatures below the cloud point
of the surfactant-water mixture in the absence of the salts, at 296.4 K. The TX114 micelles
formation separated the liquid into two phases. The decrease of the anions in the systems
with the increasing temperature determined the difference in the biphasic area. Increasing
the temperature of the TX114 solutions caused changes in the packing between the TX114
molecules, increasing the apparent molar volumes and the fractional free volumes of the
solution [14]. The hydrogen bonds between the water and oxyethylene groups in the
TX114 become weaker, reducing the polymer hydration. Therefore, the competition of the
anions with the TX114 for the water molecules, associated with the increase in temperature,
promoted the aggregation of the TX114 as micelles, inducing the formation of the TXRP.
Aravopoulou et al. [34] reported this mechanism on hydrogen bonds between water and
hydrophilic portions of macromolecules as a cause of the effect of temperature on phase
separation in mixtures of thermoresponsive polymer + water systems.

In the SRP, the polymer mass fractions were small and similar for the three salts in the
same temperature range. It decreases as the molar fraction of the salt increases, indicating a
linear trend, with the low slope in the binodal curve. In the TXRP, there was an increase in
the molar fraction of the polymer, as a function of the molar fraction of the electrolyte. The
polymer dehydration caused by the binding of the saline anions with the water molecules
separated the phases and promoted the interaction between the micelles, decreasing their
solubility [35].
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Figure 1. Experimental and calculated binodal curves and tie lines of systems containing TX114 +
water + sodium citrate (-o-) or sodium sulfate (-�-) or sodium tartrate (-4-): (a) 283.2 K, (b) 293.2 K,
(c) 303.2 K.

The C6H5O3−
7 , SO2−

4 , and C4H4O2−
6 anions from the sodium salts increased the bipha-

sic region, as a function of the concentration. The systems containing the sodium citrate
demonstrated a larger biphasic area, followed by those having the sodium sulfate, which
presented slightly larger phase separation regions than those containing the sodium tartrate,
indicating an exclusion effect on the TX114 in the sequence C6H5O3−

7 > SO2−
4 > C4H4O2−

6 .
The difference was bigger according to the polymer molar fraction and less evident with
increasing temperature. Ghaffari et al. [6] observed a similar trend for the same anions in
the phase separation of polyethylene glycols, with average molar masses of 6000 g mol−1

and 8000 g mol−1.
Ananthapadmanabhan and Goddard [36] reported three mechanisms for a mutual

exclusion between hydrated ions and hydrated polymers promoting phase separation: (1) a
repulsive interaction between the anions and anion-like TX114 groups, resulting from the
high electronegativity of the oxygen atoms in the surfactant molecule; (2) imaging forces
resulting from a dielectric discontinuity at the TX114–water interface; (3) the hydration layer
around the ions and polymers acts as an obstacle for interactions between the hydrated
anionic structures and the hydrated polymeric structures.

The solutropism observed in the tie lines of Figure 1 indicate a higher salt molar
fraction increase in the SRP compared to the TXRP. A high concentration of electrolytes in
the system increased the exclusion of the TX114 on the anions in the TXRP. The tempera-
ture and electrolyte concentration resulted in the highest surfactant molar fraction in the
surfactant-rich phase, reinforcing the volume exclusion effect between the components.
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The salt coefficients in Setschenow-type equations for the TXRP in the systems at
303.2 K corroborated the previous sequence for the salt effect on the TX114 exclusion, as
described in Equations (21)–(23). The salt coefficients correlated the salt molar fraction
with the polymer molar fraction in the binodal curve, where there is micelle formation.
The higher absolute values indicated a higher salt effect on the phase separation. A slight
difference between the coefficients for the C4H4O2−

6 and SO2−
4 corresponded to a difference

in the exclusion effect for the anions. The linear coefficients indicated a maximum relative
standard deviation of 2.54% for −5.51, equivalent to a critical micellar concentration of
0.0041 in the molar fraction of the water + TX114 mixture, in the absence of salt. The small
differences between the linear coefficients demonstrated the excellent fit of the equations.

ln
(

XI
TX114

)
= −5.42 + 450.91 Xcitrate (21)

ln
(

XI
TX114

)
= −5.38 + 319.89 Xsulphate (22)

ln
(

XI
TX114

)
= −5.37 + 293.9 Xtartrate (23)

As displayed in Figure 2, the partition coefficients for the TX114 linearly correlated
with the molar fraction of the salt in the OC. The adjustment by the linear functions
indicated an R2 ≥ 0.9644 for all systems.
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emphasizes its favorable effect on the phase separation spontaneity, even in the presence
of anions.
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The ∆S
◦
mic were all positive for the systems containing the C4H4O2−

6 , C6H5O3−
7 , and

SO2−
4 anions, resulting in values ranging from 43.4 to 50.0 J mol−1, 5.0 to 5.5 J mol−1,

and 3.3 to 3.7 J mol−1, respectively, and the TX114 mole fractions ranged from 0.005 to
0.010. Simultaneously, the ∆H

◦
mic values ranged from 1517 to 1686 J mol−1, −10930 to

−9368 J mol−1, and −11456 to −9896 J mol−1 for the systems containing the C4H4O2−
6 ,

C6H5O3−
7 and SO2−

4 , respectively, in the same TX114 mole fraction range.
The positive ∆S

◦
mic demonstrates a higher energy dispersion in the systems, revealing

that the order added to the systems by the formation of the micelles was smaller than
the disorder generated by the dehydration of the TX114. Previous studies have reported
that hydrated oxyethylene groups of non-ionic surfactants induced the structuring of the
liquid phase [38,39]. Furthermore, the loss of water molecules bonded to such polar groups
increased the overall randomness in the systems and their entropy.

According to Table 1, the lowest absolute values of the ∆Gel12 among the three anions
explain the positive ∆H

◦
mic and the highest ∆S

◦
mic values for the tartrate anions. Although

the C4H4O2−
6 competes with the TX114 molecules for water, the bonds between the water

and this anion are weaker than those for the C6H5O3−
7 and SO2−

4 . Therefore, the C4H4O2−
6

anions in the system present less polymer dehydration, resulting in less energy release and
less micelle formation. The weaker solvation of the C4H4O2−

6 also leads to less organization
in the systems, providing the high ∆S

◦
mic values.

Table 1. Gibbs free energy of hydration (∆Ghyd), Gibbs free energy of neutral interactions between
anions and water (∆Gneu), Gibbs free energy of electrostatic interaction in hydration shell and in
water shell around itself (∆Gel12), and nonsymmetrical Gibbs free energy (∆Guns).

Anion ∆Ghyd (kJ mol−1) ∆Gel12 (kJ mol−1) ∆Gneu(kJ mol−1) ∆Guns(kJ mol−1)

SO2−
4 −1110.54 −967.65 91.07 −233.96

C6H5O3−
7 −2645.28 −1781.49 126.51 −990.30

C4H4O2−
6 −1007.53 −846.60 115.35 −276.27

Burakowski et al. [40] pointed out that a small number of hydrophilic groups in the
molecule (oxyethylene groups) interacted with water in the micellization of anionic surfac-
tants, which may reveal a partial hydration or dehydration of the TX114, depending on the
type of anion. Carale et al. [33] stated that the creation of the cavity to accommodate the
hydrophobic tail of the polymer is a function of the charge density of the anion. Its higher
values result in a well-structured, solvent–solvent interaction. Therefore, in the presence
of the tartrate anion, there are fewer broken bonds between the water and the TX114 than
with the citrate and sulfate anions. In addition, the formation of the water cavities by the
surfactant uses less energy, decreasing the energy absorbed in the micellization phase with
a higher energy dissipation. The lower solvation of the tartrate anion results in a high
disorder of less-structured water molecules, increasing the entropy of the system compared
to those with the other anions.

The anion charge is directly correlated to the water structuring by changes in the O–H
bonds between the two states (bench or linear), resulting in the Gibbs free energy, entropy,
and enthalpy of 252 cal mol−1, −16.9 cal mol−1, and −4.78 cal mol−1, respectively, for the
changes between these states [41]. The negative ∆Gel12 for the C6H5O3−

7 was almost twice
that for the SO2−

4 , revealing the large electrical charge associated with a greater influence of
the first anion on the organization of the surrounding water molecules and, therefore, on
the volume exclusion effect, as well. A larger number of electrons around the citrate anion
led to the highest ∆Gel12 among the anions.

The ∆Ghyd of the citrate, sulfate, and tartrate anions were all negative, indicating that
the hydration was a spontaneous phenomenon. In absolute values, the parameter was
higher for the C6H5O3−

7 than for the SO2−
4 , and slightly higher than that of the C4H4O2−

6 .
As the anion hydration results in the surfactant dehydration and, consequently, in the
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formation of the micelles, the previous sequence reinforced the effect of the anion in the
exclusion of the TX114 and followed the tendencies observed for the ∆G

◦
mic as a function

of the anion effect on the biphasic region. Moreover, Rogers, and Bauer [42] studied
polyethylene glycols, based on aqueous systems, and reported a direct correlation between
the magnitude of the absolute values of the ∆Ghyd and the salting effect of the anions.
Zafarani-Moattar and Hamzehzadeh [43] also observed that the correlation between the
∆Ghyd and the anion exclusion affected the phase separation in a ternary aqueous system
containing a mixture of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide + potassium citrate.

Table 2 displays the Vel1 and Vel2 parameters. The C6H5O3−
7 anions reduced the water

volume in the hydration shell and the one surrounding it. Despite the same valence number
of the SO2−

4 and C4H4O2−
6 , the former showed a greater reduction in the water volume for

both shells. The thickness of the immobilized and spherical water shells around the anions
(∆r) due to the electrical field in this region were 0.038 nm, 0.030 nm, and 0.024 nm for
SO2−

4 , C6H5O3−
7 , and C4H4O2−

6 , respectively.

Table 2. Volume of hydration anion (Vhyd), volume of electrostriction on hydration shell (Vel1), and
volume of water shell around itself (Vel2).

Anion Vhyd (cm3 mol−1) Vel1 (cm3mol−1) Vel2 (cm3mol−1)

SO2−
4 56.1 −15.8 −65.3

C6H5O3−
7 95.4 −15.9 −123.1

C4H4O2−
6 76.7 −9.2 −58.9

The C6H5O3−
7 achieved the greatest reduction in the water volumes of the hydration

shell (Vel1) and the shell around itself (Vel2), due to its higher absolute valence number
than the other anions. Its higher negative charge led to a strong dielectric saturation and
the immobilization of the water molecules on the shell next to the bare ion, in addition to
electrically affecting the solvent shell around the former. Anions with a higher valence are
more effective in promoting surfactant micellization than those with a lower valence [44].
Notwithstanding the same charge of the SO2−

4 and C4H4O2−
6 , the reduction in the water

volume around the first anion was higher than the second one. According to the Vel1 and
Vel2, the smaller size of the sulfate anions resulted in a higher charge density than that of
the tartrate anions.

The solvated ions of the salt added to a polymeric solution compete with the surfactant
for the water molecules, reducing its solubility. Cations are less solvated than anions and
have a minor effect on the biphasic region formation. Furthermore, as the Na+ cations
are common in the three salts of the study, the differences in the phase behavior were
due to the C6H5O3−

7 , SO2−
4 , and C4H4O2−

6 anions. The Vhyd of these anions at 298.2 K
followed the sequence: C6H5O3−

7 > C4H4O2−
6 > SO2−

4 . On the other hand, the ion charge
effect on the reduction of the water volume around the anions (electrostriction) followed
the sequence: C6H5O3−

7 > SO2−
4 > C4H4O2−

6 . The electrostriction volume comprises the
water molecules immobilized on the hydration shell. The electrical charge around the water
molecules affects themselves [28]. Both reductions in volume (Vel1 and Vel2) were related
to the water structuring by the anion charge. Therefore, they must be considered when
evaluating the effect of ion exclusion on the liquid–liquid phase separation phenomenon.
Furthermore, the electrostriction volumes induce the liquid–liquid phase separation by the
TX114 aggregation. The immobilization and orientation of the water molecules due to the
electrical charge of the anions promote this effect.

The water structuring around the C6H5O3−
7 , SO2−

4 , and C4H4O2−
6 anions was sup-

ported by the parameters ∆Gneut, ∆Gel12, Vhyd, Vel2, and Vel1 and described the phase
separation in the aqueous biphasic systems. Sadeghi and Jahani [45] highlighted the im-
portance of the structuring water around anions and polymers, and the exclusion effect.
The authors reported the phase-split arising from the ion–water and polymer–water inter-
actions, being favorable in contrast to the polymer–ion interactions. Furthermore, these
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interactions mutually exclude the hydrated polymer molecules and hydrated ions, splitting
the systems into a polymer-rich and a salt-rich phase.

4. Conclusions

The phase separation in the systems containing the anionic surfactant Triton X-114
increased as a function of the temperature and anions, according to the following sequence:
C6H5O3−

7 > SO2−
4 > C4H4O2−

6 . The Gibbs free energies of micellization were all negative
by following the previous sequence with the absolute values. The sequence was supported
by the parameters attributed to the structuring of the water molecules, such as the Gibbs
free energy of hydration, Gibbs free energy of electrostriction, electrostriction volume on
the hydration shell, and electrostriction volume in the water surrounding that shell. The
water structured around the anions induced a greater exclusion effect on the surfactant
micelles. The entropic contribution for the Gibbs free energy of micellization was lower
for the SO2−

4 and C6H5O3−
7 , compared to the C4H4O2−

6 , due to its weaker solvation. The
partition coefficients and Gibbs free energies of micellization followed an almost linear
behavior as a salt molar fraction functioned in the system.
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